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donts, or possibly to a combir,ation of these factors. 
That they are not environmental ii:; shown by the presence 
of all these different species in the different environments 
of deposit.ion which existed in other areas. 

Abundance-analysis of any particular specifis of cono
dont tends to be four-fold. First, tho abundance of the 
species in terms of the amount of rock processed (which 
is a reflexion of the effect of ecology and sedimentology 
on the original population); second, the relative abundance 
of a species in terms of the total fauna; third, the abund
ance of a Epccics in terms of the other species of the genus; 
and fourth, the abundance of a species in terms of it.;; 
morphological group, either blade or platform. The 
last three analyses show the relationship which exists 
between different 1:-pecies, but the conclusions from such 
f'tudics as to the original relationship between the species 
will always be controlled by considerations such as post
depositional sorting, of which these studios take litUo 
Recount. 

For correlation purposes it is important to distinguish 
r-eal differences between conodont faunas, which are due 
to diffcrenceG in stratigraphical distribution of species, 
and apparent differences, which are none the less real, 
and which reflect the environment in which the conodont
bearing "animal" lived. Comparative studies must be 
made over a wide region in order to appreciate the true 
~ignificanoe and importance of new conodont faunas. 
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Copepod Remains in the Sediments 
of Lake Balaton, Hungary 
Two remains of copepods, repre,mnt,ing most part;; of the 
animals, have been recovercd in a Late Pleistocene sample 
(vegetation phase lb) from a core of the sediments of 
Lake Balaton in Hungary. One of these remains is of a 
diaptomid, apparently moulting (Fig. 1 ), and the other is of 
a cyclopoid copepod. With t,he exception of various parts 
of those bodies found in the superficial lake sediments and 

Fig. l. Remains of a specimen of Diaptomldae thought to be moulting. 
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of spermatophores found in bogs, there are very few well 
documented remains of the animals themselves, and none is 
from the Pleistocene'. The good preservation of the copP
pod chitin in this case can probably be attributed to somp 
favourable environmental conditions in the relevant layers 
of sediments in Lake Balaton. 
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"Primary" Leads 
THE idea that the lead iu many large ore bodies originates 
from a uniform, deep-scat,ed, possibly uppcr-mant.le. 
source region' has proved of great value, particularly in 
the recognition and interpretation of the systematic~ of 
"anomalous" ("multi-stage") lean systems. vVhen these 
so-called "single-stage" or "primary" lead deposits came 
to be examined in greater detail 2, however, the situatio11 
turned out to be not quite so simple; it led Kanuscwi<·h 
and Farquhar3

, for example, to conclude that "no in
fallible geologic criteriR. have been found for independently 
distinguishing ordinary or single-stage leads from tho~e 
which were produced in two or more distinct lead
uranium-thorium systems". Other indications of the 
need for re-examination of current ideas about the 
"primary lead" system are the many geophysical data 
which suggest lateral inhomogeneities in the upper mantle', 
supported by isotopic data which suggest long-term in
homogeneities in its U/Pb ratio 5, and the contention by 
Hobbs and his co-authors6 that the seemingly stratifonn 
nature of tho deposit at Broken Hill, NSW, may be not. 
quite so directly the result of sedimentary processes a,c; 
has been asserted 7 • 

I have therefore re-examined the positions relative to 
the average growth-curve3 of a number of "stratiform" 
leads. These are predominantly gas-source results from 
the University of British Columbia, normalized according 
to the "loop-closure" technique•. All solid-source results 
obtained before the very recent development of the double
spike procedure8 •9 are liable to excessive fractionatiou, 
the amount of which is difficult to judge from published 
information; the resulting possible scatter makes them 
inapplicable to this study except in the broadest of terms. 
The somewhat striking conclusion is that these "strati
form orebodies" as dofined by Russell and Stanton10 can 
be subdivided on the basis of their apparent "model ages" 
and "µ-values" (238U /204Pb extrapolated to present day 
value), into three distinct, classes. 

These are summarized in Table 1, in which are list.f"d 
mean values for 20•Pb/•0•Pb, 207Pb/204Pb, and the derived 
values of "model age" and "apparent µ-value" based on 
an assumed "primary" model. For the present treatment 
it is not necessary to asswne that the last two quantities 
are related to any real system; the error limits, calculated 
as standard deviations of the mean of a set of normalized 
results from a single occWTence, can be shown to be 
similar in most cases to independent estimates of the 
experimental error. On this basis both coherence between 
members of a class, and the experimental significance of 
tho differences between classes, can be statistically 
demonstrated. · 

This clear isotopic classification is reflected by differ
ences in geological environment. The first and mot:Jt 
striking observation is that the orebodies in high-gm.de 
metamorphic terrains (class 3B) all fall remarkably close 
to the average growth-curve; if there had originally been 
signs of volcanic activity it has since been obliterated; 
the mode ages seem closely related to the apparent 
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